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the main body of the xviiith legion had driven hard up the slope and was now heading toward the first of the astartes, the iron hooves. they were the last to arrive, but their rush had given the blast-sowers free play and had turned the battlefield into a nightmare, infernal sun-
drowned wasteland. to the south, in the mountains, the other legionaries had begun to fight. on the slopes above lenny, the icarians fought the rebels of the union. further east, the iron warriors were in a similar fight. but it was in this area, between the outer rim and a major
settlement, where the biggest fight was taking place. to the north of lenny, legionaries-turned-rebels had attacked the legio traitororum. the xviiith legion had traditionally been one of the lynchpins of the legionary assault corps, and was trained to fight alongside the rest of the
imperial guard. most had been lost, and the survivors were soon forced to withdraw from the battlefield. the rebels of the union had a similar situation unfolding on their side of the inner rim. here, the combined force of the clan eldar and the roboute guilliman legion-turned-
revelations imperial fists had arrived on the battle scene, a concerted strike against the partisan forces. the result was one of the most concentrated battles in the area, a ceaseless clash between the forces of the rebels of the union and the heretical legionaries, the former
supported by the clan elf and the iron warriors-turned-iron reapers. they were fighting in a confined space, heavily fortified by barricades and the particularly robust building materials of the northern inner rim. it didn't take long for the cluster truce to feel the effects of the rebels'
counter-attack, and for the front to turn to a more sporadic affair.
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From their first incursions into the Eye of Terror, Russ' Space Wolves cruelly teased the Ruinous Powers into a fury. In the beginning was the battle of Qal'dahrah, wherein the Space Wolves stormed the great Citadel of the Ruinous Powers, slaughtering Ork daemons, then lifting the
gigantic Tomb-Grave of Razormane and his generals for use as an oversized battering ram in the onslaught against the city's defences. The tactics of the offensive went as planned and the Citadel fell to the Space Wolves. Yet, as Russ and his warriors roared in victory, a strange,

predatory roars echoed across the walls of the captured Citadel. With a strange, towering voluptuousness, the World Eaters manifested in the city, hungry for blood, rape, and destruction. In the face of this new foe, the Space Wolves were slaughtered, and their Chapter shattered.
From this moment on, the Astartes were known as the Wolf Brothers, not for their title of 'Brother' anymore, but the 'Warwolf'. Their Chapter's legion colours changed to the single set of colours of the World Eaters -- the pure white of primordial snow, and the crimson of their blood

and imperial blood. The Space Wolves were created anew, with an all-new Chapter History. The answer was to go back to the Space Wolves' early Book of Martyrs. I was especially keen on the brothers who originally fought against Chaos -- the Wolf Brothers. The more I studied
their history, the more I thought that the Wolf Brothers had become victims of a kind of Genetic Drift which left them far less frightening, or at least, far less frightening to non-Astartes-worshippers. Their gene-seed was undergoing mutation. They were becoming not so much what

they once were, but, perhaps more important, they were becoming something new. They were becoming the wolves. 5ec8ef588b
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